
Design Challenge

How might we increase Rise’s 
conversion by redesigning the 
app’s user onboarding flow? 



Usability Improvement

Build trust and provide flexibility 
before asking users to provide 
payment information.

01

Design

New branding to increase 
credibility and eliminate potential 
drop-off points at payment.

02

UX improvement + 
Design enhancement

Approaches



Rebrand
Process 1.0



Rebrand
Solution







Analysis
Process 2.0







Asks users to risk for uncertainty

User is asked to provide payment 
info before they’re fully aware of 
the benefits of the product. Coach 
cards are not helpful for 
comparison.

01

No time to build trust

Linear onboarding process forces 
the user to make a decision 
quickly with minimal opportunity to 
understand and explore.

02

High drop off rate is 
caused by the lack 
of trust 

Conclusion



Trust

Fulfill their expectations. Help 
users make informed decisions. Do 
not ask them to risk for uncertainty.
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Flexibility

Give them the freedom to explore 
and compare. Let users take their 
time before making a decision.

02

Build trust and 
provide flexibility

Strategy



Design
Solution









Help users make informed 
decisions by categorization 
based on preferences

Solution: build trust

Unlike the previous version where users are 
asked to compare coaches through reading a 
long bio, this new design helps user understand 
the strengths of the coaches by categorizing 
them based on useful evaluation metrics.



Break information down 
into digestible bits  

Solution: build trust

In the new design, I’ve set different constraints 
for the coaches’ profile entry so that the content 
is more digestible. A coach is required to 
summarize their philosophy in 10 words and limit 
their bio to less than 300 words.

To help customers understand each coach’s 
qualifications better, I’ve included useful metrics 
that will help them pair up with the right coach.



One-page payment 
screen to prevent drop-off

Solution: build trust

The new payment page is an elongated screen 
consists of two parts: membership selection and 
payment info entry. 

Once a membership has been selected, the 
focus automatically shifts to the payment section 
below where user enters their card info. By 
removing an extra screen, the design potentially 
eliminates another drop-off point.



One-page payment 
screen to prevent drop-off

Solution: UI strategy

The new payment page is an elongated screen 
consists of two parts: membership selection and 
payment info entry. 

Once a membership has been selected, the 
focus automatically shifts to the payment section 
below where user enters their card info. By 
removing an extra screen, the design potentially 
eliminates another drop-off point.


